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Abstract 
This article attempts to show the harmful assignment accessories of Cameroon’s elite 

have endured betting at the political, fiscal, fastidious, intellectual and supplementary 

levels. They have considerably provided to common people defect or disasters in 
Cameroon. Skillful is need for a model shift from this distressing position to an 

acceptable individual.
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1. Introduction 
In each family, accessories of best choice and most brilliant play disagreeing acts.  These burdens possibly beneficial (in 

understandings of the affluence or bettering of human lives) or harmful (retarding the progress of humanity). They have a 

wonderful influence the educational process of all folk. Their specter is noticed in various rules of annals.In Cameroon, these 

functions sustain at the political, intellectual, trade-connected, fussy and supplementary levels. They have checked, clearly, the 

progress of Cameroonians, Cameroonian towns and villages, etc. They have certified so cause the conclusion Cameroon 

confiscated immunity from France and British commonwealth of nations.A good number of accessories of Cameroon’s political 

elite are difficult in many misconducts in areas, schools, danger rooms, churches, etc. In this place place attitude, they retain 

various group of corrupt practices concern the draft of farmers into the system which controls organization, the commission of 

government employment or appointment payrolls, the award and murder of public contracts, the presidency of projects, the 

enlistment and organizing process event State elections, etc.  These practices have busted the name of Cameroon in many 
rules.Additionally, many things the individual are vague Cameroon’s political elite do not function right really. They talk 

boastfully or acidulously to balance of entity. These rulers are not humble in their approach to political, public, instructional and 

supplementary issues. They trust that they have a trust of news completely rules. They (for the most part those of the ruling bulk) 

feel that they can lie the humankind following privilege.A abundant group of limbs of Cameroon’s intellectual elite have survived 

acting a inferior act in schools (colleges, academies). On the element having to do with this evidence, few lecturers award marks 

to female pupils on the foundation of their concurrence or indisposition of communication demands. They sexually nag these 

philosopher entirely usually. Additionally, a good number of educators in Cameroonian schools are not task deliberate. They are 

not considerate of the needs of their junior. Many institute lecturers in Cameroon (senior lecturers, associate professors, 

professors, etc) harshly and accompanying perseverance ask wet posts and tasks in administration circles. They use bizarre 

money to gain these posts and responsibilities; they catch foul plan to maintain authority and they do not intelligently use 

aristocracy when interpretation virus to Cameroonians.  They are snobbish, permissive, etc.Cameroon’s trade-accompanying 

elite equals a good number of wrong businessmen and businesswomen. They appreciate tax deception and escape. Their 

merchandise and assignments information insignificant price hikes. They do not pay their merchants well and certainly. They 

love gratification and ‘’feymania’’, a type of luxury and ‘’feymania’’ that audibly contrast following the unlucky alive 

atmospheres of their appendages. These businessmen and businesswomen play an sick or harmful part in the humanity at the 

companionable and political levels. They present much duties concurrently with an activity elections to fraudulently get electing 

posts and support the ruling frame ignorance. Also, they pretend a very negative exact likeness public advance in the  
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arrangement, realization confiscated through cheat, 

subterfuge, conscientious abilities and various shortcuts to 

boom.Many limbs of Cameroon’s thorough elite are 

imprudent. In this place place connection, they do not handle 

meticulous issues precariously in their particular places or 

spots of worship. They are difficult in the feeble 

administration of property in environments of misuse, 

misuse, etc. Their conduct of management accessories of 

their particular churches is authoritarian. They warn purity 

and practise defect in many issues concern the presidency of 

their distinguishing houses of worship or imploring. Many 
careful managers (catechists, pastors, deacons, bishops, 

archbishops, minister of church siblings and identical twins, 

lay wives acquiring key positions in churches, etc) are 

difficult in a big group of political, wedded and 

supplementary misconducts. In this place place disposition, 

they support the Cameroonian Presidency in allure nasty 

ventures. Also, few of red tape are constituent desire 

misconducts concern married young women, etc. They 

cherish outlawed desire!From the former points, possibly 

absolute that limbs of Cameroon’s elite are compromise a 

harmful function in diversified rules. Their administration of 

concern humankind issues is far beneath anticipations. This 

position ratifies Steve Bannon’s writing of the term ‘’elite’’, 

accompanying interpretation Hugo Chavez’s and Lawman 

Orr’s determination to this litter a essence. 
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